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Introduction
 South Africa’s educational theoretical foundations and pedagogic practices remain 

entrenched in the past and reflect knowledge centred in western intellectual world, 
even though there are policies in place to redress the past marginalisation of 
indigenous epistemologies

 There is growing academic discourse on the role of the African archive in the 
understanding and reclamation of the African episteme that has been undervalued 
through deliberate colonial epistemic erasure 

 The value of the African archive in our context is three-fold: 
• it is a record of a collective memory of  society
• the primary source of the archive are the early African thinkers, writing in indigenous languages 

and from an African perspective and, 
• the lexicon of a language provides  insights into word meanings and therefore gives a glimpse 

into a society’s conceptualization about phenomena at the time of writing and is therefore one 
of the resources for recovering memory 

 This contribution provides insights on the value of the African archive in the 
reconstruction of memory through African historiography from an African 
perspective, and the potential of the archive in diversifying and transforming the 
academic canon



Institutional and Faculty context

 As a Faculty of Humanities in an African university, we ask ourselves critical 
questions:
• What is our purpose and how are we positioned in relation to society and its 

needs?
• What knowledge traditions set us apart from other Faculties of Humanities in 

Africa?
• How do we impart these knowledge traditions to make our students distinct from 

others?

 Our response to these questions guided by  institutional strategic priorities on:
• Revitalisation of the Humanities and Fostering transdisciplinarity
• Origins, Culture, Heritage and Memory with a focus on 

- African Vernacular Archive and Heritage Studies, and
- Women’s Digital Archive and Gendered Histories 



Questions of History, Memory and Archive in an 
African University

 Given the deliberate epistemic erasure, the marginalization and invisibility of 
historiography of African scholars on African experiences before and during 
European and missionary engagement, an African archive (a collection or a 
repository of documents imagined as belonging together as sources of historical 
evidence) …

• is important in exploring authoritative African narratives, presenting and 
preserving marginalised voices, and engaging with African knowledge systems

• inserts African historiographies about African experience in knowledge 
production processes

• is important in understanding the role of power and dominance (hegemony) in 
the erasure of memory, or the reclamation of memory



Sources of the archive

• Documentation of oral narratives from the native 
population

• Travelogues from early explorers

• Missionaries – journals, reports to their Missionary 
societies in their home countries, etc

• Colonial administrators’ reports to the Queen

• Records of early African literates’ intellectual 
thoughts

• Academics from the global North



Early recognition of precolonial African indigenous 
episteme

 In all grammatical variations of form, [isiXhosa] is eminently distinguished by 
system and regularity. It is … correctly spoken by all classes of the community, 
which is not the case, perhaps, with any of our European tongues…(Appleyard 
1850: 67-8).

 [isiXhosa] oral tradition in debates demonstrates gift of logic. [T]hey have 
tenacious memory… and nothing escapes their keen observation and when 
[knowledge is] engraved in the tablet of their memory, it is never obliterated 
(Holden, 1866 paraphrased from Mostert, 1992: 202-3)

 Whosoever wants to gain an intimate knowledge of the native … will best do it by 
studying the fruits of his intellect: those productions which serve …for the education 
of both the young and the old, wherein his soul expresses itself, unstifled by 
foreign intrusion … (Meinhof 1899). 



Recognition followed by deliberate 
ignorance

 There is very little in old Kaffirdom worth preserving – and we think it will be 
the wisdom of the natives as soon as possible to move forward into day – and 
secure the blessings which the present time brings to them. (Steward in Isigidimi
1871)



African Languages Literary Archive

 Primary purpose: recovery, preservation and valorisation of (south) African 
epistemologies from early African thinkers writing in indigenous African languages 
(isiXhosa)

 The ultimate aim is to produce diverse and rich epistemic academic canon that 
recognises experiences from the global South, especially from Africa. 

 Research activities include:

• Identification, collection, documentation, curation and publication isiXhosa writings from 
19th century African intellectuals, and others using newspapers as the primary sources, 
and deliberate inclusion of writings from women intellectuals

• Development of a digital archive to preserve and widen access to the writings

• Collaborate with government institutions in identification and preservation of sites from 
which literary activities from early African thinkers took place

• Translation into African languages of writings identified as key texts from African writers 
across the continent and the diaspora. 



Literary activity from 1823-1950s



















Contestations about the canon

 There is a long history of contestations of the prominence of a particular 
knowledge in institutions of learning, namely, the epistemic canon deriving from 
the Western intellectual world, and erasure of African knowledge systems (AKS)

 Early African intellectuals, as early as the 1840s, argued for the indigenous 
African phenomena to be made knowable, as an integral part of epistemic 
canon in education



Early African intellectuals and debates on African 
indigenous episteme  1/4

 Tiyo Soga 1848 – expressed a need to use language to share and 
preserve African knowledge because print is 
• “isitya esihle sokulondoloza iimbali, neendaba namavo, asekhaya” 
• [a beautiful dish for preserving indigenous chronological narrative 

accounts [history], values and knowledge]



Early African intellectuals and debates on 
African indigenous episteme 2/4

 William Wellington Gqoba 1887 – a relationship exists between literacy, knowledge 
and power
• Sifundiswa ngeembali zezizwe zaseGreece, Rome, Egypt, nezamaNgesi njalo-njalo, 

into ezazizizo kwanento eziyiyo namhla. Ke ngoko ziphilile, kuba nathi singazange
sizibone sazi nto ngazo, namhla ngenxa yeencwadi zembali zazo, siyazibona, 
siyathetha nazo, siyazekela nentetho nemikhwa ethile kuzo kubume banamhla bazo.

• We are taught the history of the nations of Greece, Rome, Egypt, of the English and 
so on, who they were and what they are today. Thus they are very much alive, 
because even we who never shared their experiences or saw them, at least today we 
know something about them through their historical books, we see them, we discuss 
them and make an example of some of their sayings and habits as reflected in their 
present day legacy.



Early African intellectuals and debates on African 
indigenous episteme 3/4

 Mazisi Kunene 1945 – there is a need to challenge assumptions placing African thought systems just as “folk-
thought meriting no serious classification in the hierarchy of knowledge in the academy”



Early African intellectuals and debates on African indigenous 
episteme 4/4

 …I have insights that law in isiXhosa speaking 
society is not different at all from that of 
enlightened countries. …

 The language and the cultural practices of 
amaXhosa are gradually disappearing because 
of the Word ...

 … When these and the language disappears, 
and the dignified cultural practices cease to 
exist, what else will follow?

 These then are my attempts in trying to hold 
steady against the powerful stream that will 
eventually sweep away the entire nation…

September, 1914



Key historical moments in which writings were 
produced
 Different political regimes: From Colonialism to apartheid

 1779–1879 Hundred-year Frontier Wars – longest wars of dispossession between 
the British empire and the native population in the present Eastern Cape

 1856-1857 Cattle killing that led to widespread famine and death in the Eastern 
Cape

 1850s onwards Industrial Revolution and the effects of migrant system on native 
population

 1899-1902 South African Anglo-Boer War 

 1910 The Union of the Republic of South Africa

 1912 Intense and resolute black political resistance

 1914-1918, 1939-1945  First World War and Second World War

 1948 Apartheid/politics of segregation



Emerging themes from the African 
archive
 Language, culture and history in Cape Nguni society from the 16th century

 Historical accounts of conflict from point of contact with Europe in the 17th

century

 18th-early 20th African politics 

 18th-early 20th global politics 

 Botany – medicinal plants and IKS

 Zoology – ornithology

 Epidemics in South Africa



Publications from the African archive: NIHSS African 
Languages Literary Heritage Research Hub

 Compiles from newspapers, translates into English and publishes annotated 
volumes under original authors

 UKZN Press isiXhosa Literature Series
• Publication in diplomatic edition
• Translation into English
• Introduction and annotations to provide context

 9 volumes published to date
• 7 volumes writings from African intellectuals published in newspapers
• 2 literary appreciation of the literature from the series



Publications from the African language (isiXhosa) literary archive

 Publications from newspaper writings 
from “Opland Collection of Xhosa 
Literature” 

 Writings from 1830s-1940s

 Publications by UKZN Press in 
collaboration with the NIHSS  since 2013

 Authors:
• Early African (Nguni/isiXhosa 

speaking literates)
• Missionaries
• Colonial administrators



Collaboration with Carl Von Ossietzky 
University Oldenburg
 Co-teaching – History, Memory, 

Archives and Slavery Seminar 
2023 (Prof Dagmar Freist)

 Summer School - Gender and Queer 
Studies: Experiences from the South 
of Africa and Germany (Prof Sylvia 
Pritsch)



Advancing archival research: digital 
archive
 Creating access and preserving the archive

 Digital humanities infrastructure

 Development of digital research capacity

 Digital research tools: creating possibilities for accuracy in historical accounts

 Facilitates global collaboration



Conclusion
 The appraisal and scientific engagement with the publications from the African 

archive make it possible to move away from the notion of universalizing 
experience in the academy from a Western perspective

 Writings can, therefore, be used as a catalyst in challenging the notion of 
whose knowledge/whose memory is given authority in the academy. 

 Questions of ownership and location of African literary archives remain a 
challenge as we rethink the SA literary canon, and recovery of works written in 
the past, but marginalised.
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